Mentoring strategy in dental teams

Glenys Bridges discusses mentoring

The concept of senior colleagues supporting the work of more junior colleagues, by sharing the benefits of their hands-on experience is a time-honoured activity. To take this a stage further as part of their induction processes, an increasing number of practices are creating buddy relationships. Their aim is to formalise a skills transfer process which previously happened in an ad hoc style. In many cases guidance from a senior colleague has been very much valued by employers and employees alike. This article explores ways to build a mentoring strategy for your practice, which will secure increased benefits from these beneficial interactions.

I am often asked if mentoring is just another name for coaching. The answer is that although there is significant crossover in these interactions, essentially mentors must have actual hands-on experience and expertise in the work role of their mentee. Whereas, in coaching the expertise is coaching rather than applied skills. In this way many business coaches have not ‘walked in the shoes’ of the learners. Because the dental team mentor’s skills are in the delivery of dental care, to support their work the practice needs to create a mentoring strategy and provide training and support. In this way all parties are able to secure measurable benefits through mentoring.

Mentoring success depends upon numerous factors, not least finding a best fit mentor and mentee match.

A structured mentoring process must be managed in exactly the same way as all other practice activities. This begins with a clear vision to create the design, implementation, support and evaluation processes for your mentoring scheme.

Successful mentoring is dependent upon the participation of senior colleagues as mentors and also as mentees. This is a prime example of leading from the top. The best mentoring schemes start small and grow gradually, stimulated by enthusiasm, positive examples and organisational support. Here is some guidance for the creation of an effective mentoring scheme at your practice:

- Establish the purpose of the scheme - Define who will be involved, what they will do and the expected results. Begin by finding out what mentoring is already happening on an informal basis and assess how valued this format of learning and development is at present.

The 2013 Admor catalogue covers every aspect of running a dental practice. It includes practice printing, reception furniture, admin systems, stationery, signage and even in-surgery consumables - all delivered to your door in super quick time.

So whether communicating with your patients, ensuring your surgery looks modern and stylish or managing your filing, we make running your practice much easier.

Call us or visit our website to request a copy of our latest Product Catalogue. Its the only dental product catalogue your practice will ever need.
**BoD Practice Managers’ Conference 2013**

Friday 14th June 2013 • De Vere Whites Hotel, Bolton

Friday 28th June 2013 • De Vere Wokefield Park, Reading

Following the success of the 2012 Practice Managers’ Conference, BoD is excited to announce that by popular demand, the conference is back; two locations, two spectacular venues. We guarantee that you’ll leave the conference with a note book full of hints, tips and ideas on how to make an immediate impact on your practice, your patients and your staff.

**Discover how to...**

- Impress your customers, retain the ones you have and attract new ones.
- Initiate an effective PR strategy.
- Manage your personnel effectively to get the most out of your team.
- Understand the merits of social media and digital marketing and how to introduce into your practice.
- Generate new ideas for marketing and convert more leads into active patients.

**An exclusive discount for BoD and Practice Plan members**

£120.00* per delegate

£160.00* for non-members

*All prices are inclusive of VAT.

Visit the website to view a video of our last conference and find out what other practice managers thought...
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